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10.. Summary 

Inn this book I have tried to describe the Hittite demonstrative system and the use of the 
accentedd third person pronoun. Starting with the latter, it could be observed that accented apd-
wass not very often used in contexts with referential ambiguity. On the contrary, many times 
wee saw apd- appear when it seemed unnecessary. The usual procedure in the past was in such 
aa case to translate apd- by means of an accented pronoun in one's own language and assume 
somee pre-theoretical notion of contrast without being able to define what contrast was meant. 

Contrastt is often connected with counter-presuppositionality. In other words, 
somethingg happens which does not match with the knowledge the Addressee has gathered 
fromm the preceding discourse. For example, this mis-match might have to do with behavior 
thatt is not expected given the usual rules of conduct in society, or it might simply be that the 
Addresseee holds some wrong information which needs to be corrected. 

Thee first type, surprising behaviour in connection with apd- with -al-ma was the 
outcomee of Chapter 9 (Surprising apd-). Rieken 2000 explained that the particle -al-ma 
markedd some kind of re-orientation. The point of departure for the study of apd- with -al-ma 
wass whether its occurrence could be explained on the basis of the three uses of -al-ma as 
establishedd by Rieken 2000 ((1) marking a new Topic, Setting or Digression, (2) marking a 
clausee as a new orientation, (3) marking some kind of contrast with the preceding clause). 
Althoughh some attestations of apd- with -al-ma fell within these three groups, a large number 
couldd not be explained. 

Inn almost all remaining cases the State of Affairs expressed in the clauses with apd- + 
-al-ma-al-ma was unexpected in view of the usual State of Affairs given cultural or general 
presuppositions.. To recall the case of the representative of the king who kept the taxes which 
hee collected for the Hittite state: one would never expect a representative of the state to steal 
fromm his king. Thus, the particle -al-ma with apd- did not simply mark the Subject-Topic in 
isolationn as being somehow unexpected, it marked the relation between the Subject-Topic and 
Statee of Affairs expressed through the clause as not established. The combination apd- with 
-al-ma-al-ma indicated the Unestablished Topic, covering both Topic shift and surprising action. 

Thee occurrence of apd- on certain points in the discourse where some information held 
byy the Addressee needed to be rejected or corrected, was the subject of Chapter 8 (Limiting 
apd-)apd-) and partially of Chapter 7 (Expanding apd-). The referent of apd- was almost always 
thee Sentence Topic of the preceding clause and expected to function as Topic in its own 
clause.. Here apd- did not mark the pragmatic relation Topic but the pragmatic relation Focus, 
especiallyy Replacing or Restricting Focus. The point of departure for the study of apd- and 
Focuss was the particle -pat. The particle -pat is contra-expectational, and indicated more often 
Replacingg Focus than Restricting Focus in the texts studied in this book. For apd- with -pat in 
Replacingg Focus I suggested the translation 'instead', for apd- with -pat in Restricting Focus 
'only'.. But Focal apd- could also appear without -pat. I concluded that in that case the type of 
Focuss was mostly Replacing. The two types of Focal apd- both occurred in preverbal 
position. . 

Thee difference between preverbal apd- and preverbal apd- with -pat was probably that 
-pat-pat was needed to strenghten the Focal force of preverbal apd- in contexts where it was 
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harderr to infer that something had to be countered or corrected. A stronger signal of Focus 
wass needed in more ambiguous contexts. 

Thee other Focal particle in Hittite is -ia "also". This was the subject of Chapter 7 
(Expandingg apa-). However, I did not only discuss Focal -ia "also", but also the coordinators 
-ia-ia "and" and -al-ma "while". It was possible to correlate the Expanding Focus expression 
apa-apa- + -ia "he/she/that too" with First Position in the clause, while -ia as the coordinator 
"and""  cliticized to apa- turned out to be restricted to Initial position. 

However,, apa- without any clitics also appeared unexpectedly in some of the laws. In 
orderr to explain its occurrence it was necessary to classify the laws according to the types of 
punishment: : 

 class I: the punishment consists of payment of a fine or substitute 
 class II: the punishment consists of payment of a fine or substitute and another action 

too be undertaken by the offender 
 class III : the punishment consists only of the action to be undertaken by the offender, 

withoutt payment of a fine. 

Thee punishment in class II was always expressed in a coordinate structure, and in such a 
situationn the independent pronoun apa- or a full lexical noun(phrase) could appear where it 
wass not expected (high saliency, no preceding discourse entities to contrast with, no new 
topicc in case of apa-). I concluded that this highly unexpected apa- or noun signalled the 
Addresseee to be prepared for a following coordinated clause where two propositions were 
juxtaposed. . 

Tablee 10.1 summarizes the results of Topic and Focus and the correlations between 
positionn in the clause: 

Typee of Topic or Focus 
Limitingg Focus 

Expandingg Focus 

Unestablishedd Topic 

Establishedd Topic in 
Coordination n 

Positionn in 
Preverbal l 

First t 

Initial l 

First/Initial l 

thee clause 
### apa-+ (-pat) V 

### nu/NP apa- + -ia V 

### apa- + -al-ma V 

### (nu)apa- V MNP-iaf-ma 
### (nu) NP V mapa- + -ial-ma ... 

V V 
V V 

Tablee 10.1: relation between type of Pragmactic function and position in the clause. 

Mostt attestations of accented adjective or substantive apa- in my corpus were covered by 
thesee three chapters. 

Al ll  types of Topic or Focus were attested in each language phase. From the earliest 
timess of Hittite scribal tradition until the end the pronoun apa- was firmly established as the 
accentedd pronoun marking the Unestablished Topic and Focus. 

Phrasingg the results of Part II I in one clause: 

10.11 The Topic-Focus structure of the Hittite clause finds its expression in the 
wordword order of the clause. 

Inn Part II I discussed the demonstratives kd-, apa and asi. I concluded that Hittite had a 
person-basedd demonstrative system with three deictic contrasts: a first person demonstrative 
kd-kd- ("Ich-Deixis"), a second person demonstrative apa- ("Du-Deixis") and a third person 
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demonstrativee asi ("Jener-Deixis"). The orientation on person means that not distance to the 
Deicticc center (usually the Speaker) is important but location in the area of the speech 
particpants,, i.e., the Speaker, Addressee or Other. Besides that, the demonstratives could also 
bee used metaphorically to indicate that something belonged to the cognitive domain of one of 
thee speech participants. For example, asi could have a negative emotional connotation or it 
couldd mean that something was not the responsibility of the Speaker (anymore). 

Anotherr result was that there was a difference between reference to objects in the 
surroundingss that were already in the center of attention of reference to objects that were not. 
Inn the first situation substantive ka-, apa- or asi were used, in the latter case ka- N, apa- N or 
asiasi N. 

Butt demonstratives are not only used to refer to the Situation, they can also be 
Recognitional,, Discourse Deictic or Tracking/Anaphoric. These concepts were explained in 
partt I and applied in part II . 

Thee organization of the Hittite deictic demonstrative system around Speaker, 
Addresseee and Other was also found with recognitional demontratives. The proximal ka-, 
mediall  apa- and distal asi were all allowed to mark referents as 'Hearer Old - Discourse 
New'. . 

Thee same could be observed for the Tracking demonstratives. These demonstratives 
occurredd both in salient and non-salient contexts. Non-salient contexts were those where there 
wass a clear marker present that a discourse unit was closed. In order to refer again to 
somethingg in a closed unit, or even across one, demonstrative descriptions were used. Again 
thee choice for a demonstrative depended on assignment to the cognitive space of Speaker (ka-
),, Addressee {apa-) or Other (asi). A 'side effect' of the study of the Tracking 
demonstrativess is that there are clear correlations between text genre and demonstratives. For 
example,, medial apa- was not quite unexpectedly found in texts with activeAddressees, such 
ass letters. 

Discoursee Deictic demonstratives followed more or less the same pattern as the others, 
althoughh the assignment to cognitive domains was not as clear as with the Recognitional and 
Trackingg use of demonstratives. 

Thus: : 

10.22 The demonstrative system of Hittite is person-based and consists at least of 
threethree terms: proximal or Is' person ka-, medial or 2 person apa-, distal or 
33rr person asi. The person orientation of the demonstratives is not limited to 
deixisdeixis but is kept in the other demonstrative uses. 

10.33 Text genres influence the choice of referential expressions, especially 
demonstratives. demonstratives. 

Inn Part I I set up a matrix which combined several parameters which are usually treated 
separatelyy in the literature on reference: the parameter of Zeigfeld (basically world versus 
text),, of pragmatic relation (Topic and Focus) and of saliency (working memory versus long 
termm memory, corresponding with the continuity procedure and the centering procedure 
respectively).. Another factor which is important when dealing with texts is the notion of 
discoursee unit. If the current discourse unit is held in working memory and closed units are 
storedd in episodic or long term memory, then the notions salient and non-salient should be 
replacedd by the notions in node or across node. 

Enteringg the Hittite referential expressions treated in this book in the matrix resulted in 
thee following table (dem stands for demonstrative, apa- for the accented pronoun): 
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geographical geographical 
parameter parameter 
Deictic c 

Recognitional l 

Anaphora a 
in-node e 
across-node e 

Discoursee Deictic 
in-node e 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 

dem dem 

— — 

(-a-) (-a-) 
demN demN 

(-a-) (-a-) 

— — 

U-Topic c 

dem dem 

— — 

dpa-dpa-
demN demN 

0 0 

— — 

A-Foeus s 

dem dem 

— — 

apa-apa- (N) 
(dem?) (dem?) 

apa-(N) apa-(N) 
apenissan apenissan 

— — 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

— — 

— — 

— — 
demdem N 

— — 

demN demN 

Focus s 

demN demN 
dem.dem. adverb 

demN demN 

demN demN 

— — 

demdem (N) 
dem.dem. adv. 

Tablee 10.2 The referential matrix 

II  concluded that in node reference was the domain of 0, -a- and accented apa- (also apa- N 
forr discourse deictic expressions). The difference between 0, -a- and apa- was that 0 and -a-
onlyy denoted Established Topics, whereas apa- denoted all type of Argument Focus and 
Unestablishedd Topic. Tracking or anaphoric demonstratives in salient context on the other 
handd signalled that a new discourse unit had started. Thus, tracking demonstratives were 
clearlyy connected with new discourse units, independent of level of saliency. 

Butt if indeed saliency and discourse unit are related parameters, then the matrix could 
comee to look like this: 

geographical geographical 
parameter parameter 

Deictic c 
Recognitional l 
Anaphora a 
Discourse e 
Deictic c 

discoursediscourse parameter 
referencee inside discourse unit 

E-Top p 
dem dem 

(-a-) (-a-) 
(-a-) (-a-) 

Other r 
dem dem 

apa-apa- (N) 
apa-apa- (N) 

apenissan apenissan 

referencee across discourse unit (including 
firstt mention) 

demdem N, dem. adverb 
demN demN 
demN demN 

demdem (N), dem adverb 

Tablee 10.3: Reshuffled matrix 

Returningg to the demonstratives, I concluded that the three term person based oriented 
demonstrativee system existed already in Old Hittite. There was however not much material in 
Oldd Hittite, especially for apa- and asi. As far as asi is concerned however, besides the fact 
thatt edi meant "on yonder side", the other contexts where Old Hittite asi was used could be 
subsumedd under the metaphorical use of asi as third person or distal demonstrative, i.e., with 
aa negative emotional or generally disassociating nuance. 

Inn the introduction I mentioned that some scholars assumed that apa- acquired the 
statuss of accented pronoun after the decline of the accented anaphoric pronoun asi. The 
developmentt was sketched as follows: the anaphoric (backward referring) function of asi was 
takenn over by apa- and the cataphoric (forward referring) function by ka-. The development 
off  the pronominal and demonstrative system could be tabulated as follows: 
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deicticdeictic demonstratives accented pronouns 
proximall  distal anaphoric cataphoric 

proto-Hittitee ka- apa- asi asi 
Hittit ee £d- qpg- gpd- (asi) kd- (asi) 

Tablee 10.4: The system of demonstratives and accented pronouns in proto-Hittite and attested 
Hittitee according to current views. 

II  conclude that there was no such development in attested Hittite. Instead, the system 
functionedd from Old Hittite on, and probably also earlier, as follows: 

deicticc demonstratives accented pronoun 

Hittite e 
1stt person 

kd-kd-
22 person 

apd-apd-
33 person 

asi asi apa-apa-

Tablee 10.5: The system of demonstratives and accented pronouns in attested Hittite according 
too the author's views. 
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